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“DALI-2 adds additional addresses for control interfaces, which means that
your control panels no longer need eat into the 64-fixture address space . . .”
My first Help Desk column last April covered the
basics of DALI. Since then, DALI has been evolving,
and so have the questions asked on our Help Desk.
So, now seems like a good time to look at what has changed . . .
DALI stands for Digital Addressable Lighting Interface and
is a control protocol used widely in architectural and
commercial lighting. It has a number of benefits, such as not
requiring specialist cable, having polarity independent wiring
and low cost.
For those readers more used to entertainment lighting
control with DMX512, DALI has two key drawbacks: it only
controls 64 fixtures per circuit and it is very slow - around 200
times slower than DMX512.
So, what has changed? DALI-2 is now with us and, perhaps
more importantly, DALI-2 products are now in circulation.
DALI-2 is fundamentally backwards compatible with DALI, but
there are a few areas that can catch out the unwary. DALI-2
brings a number of improvements: it adds additional addresses
for control interfaces, which means that your control panels no
longer need eat into the 64-fixture address space. The biggest
change is the introduction of colour control.
DEVICE TYPES
DALI-1 contained the concept of Device Type (DT) but it was of
limited significance to the average user. The table below shows
the Device Types defined in DALI-2 . . .
DT Number Device Type
DT0
Fluorescent lamps
DT1
Emergency lighting
DT2
High intensity discharge
DT3
Low voltage halogen
DT4
General purpose dimmable
DT5
Analogue convertors
DT6
LED modules
DT7
Switching or relay
DT8
Colour control
Device Types DT7 and DT8 did not exist in DALI-1. To a large
extent, Device Types in DALI-1 did not affect the actual control
system. For example, many LED modules report that they are
DT0 (Fluorescent) when they should report DT6 (LED module).
As both Device Types have a simple, single-channel intensity
control (called ARC) - it does not matter - they can be controlled
in the same way. This is not true of DT8.
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DT8 solves the problem by adding a new set of commands
that allow a single fixture to be colour controlled. As there
are many different designs of colour changing fixture, DALI-2
introduces the concept of Colour Type. There are four Colour
Types: XY, Tc, Primary-N and RGBWAF.
COLOUR TYPE: XY-COORDINATE
XY-Coordinate (Figure 2) uses two colour-control channels to
set the CIE chromaticity coordinates. The intensity is controlled
using the standard DALI ARC command, allowing the controller
to separate the selection of colour and intensity. As can be seen
from Figure 2, only one DALI address is used per fixture.
[Note: The intensity control is shown as a fader icon.]
COLOUR TYPE: COLOUR TEMPERATURE (TC)
Colour Temperature (Figure 3) control uses a single colourcontrol channel to set the requested colour temperature of the
fixture. Again, intensity is set separately using the conventional
DALI ARC command. The unit used to set the colour
temperature is the Mirek which is defined as one million divided
by the Kelvin colour temperature (Micro Reciprocal Kelvin). For
example, a warm white 2700K lamp would be around 370 Mirek.
Figure 3 shows how the colour and intensity control are
combined to create the fixture output.

COLOUR TYPE: PRIMARY-N
Primary-N (Figure 4) provides individual control over the fixture’s
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native colour channels. If the fixture is an RGB colour mixer,
DALI has been used for colour control for many years. Consider
there’d be three colour channels: red, green and blue. This is
an RGB colour mixing fixture: it would have three DT0 or DT6
the simplest and least expensive implementation for the fixture
addresses to control the primary colours. The lighting controller
developer and so is likely to be offered by most manufacturers.
would then treat each primary colour as an independent
intensity attribute as shown in Figure 1.
Fixtures in Primary-N mode ignore
This method of control is often called
the DALI ARC intensity so the actual
‘emulated ballast operation’. It is widely
light colour and intensity is defined by
used but does have its limitations: the
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COLOUR TYPE:
RGBWAF
RGBWAF (Figure 5) is
similar to Primary-N in
that it provides control
over individual colour
mixing elements. The
difference is that the
meaning and order of
the elements is defined
as Red - Green - Blue White - Amber - Free,
where Free is an
optional manufacturer
defined colour.
This Colour
Type also allows a
B Figure 4
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more sophisticated
relationship with intensity, such that individual colour elements
can be linked to the ARC intensity or not.
CONCLUSIONS
DT8 does provide some powerful new ways of controlling
colour and intensity, but there are some issues that need to be
considered when specifying this new type of fixture.
DALI-2 runs at exactly the same speed as DALI-1, so all
these new colour features take up bandwidth previously used
for intensity. This means that for real time control and colour
effects over individual fixtures, the actual number of fixtures per
circuit is very limited.
DT8 fixtures may not respond usefully to other Device Type
commands. I’ve seen a number of installations where DT8
control gear has been specified but the controller is DALI-1
and cannot control them. The problem is exacerbated by the
fact that the official DALI compliance test equipment is playing
catchup with the standard - leaving manufacturers in a difficult
position.
DT8 fixtures are not required to support all four Colour Types,
so even if the controller and fixture are both DT8, they may not
be able to communicate. So when specifying DALI-2 equipment
you need to check:
1. Do both controller and fixture support DT0/6?
If so you have a DALI-1 fall back.
2. Do both controller and fixture support DT8? If so:
3. Do both controller and fixture support one or more
identical Colour Types?
The situation will inevitably improve over time, but for the
moment Device Type 8 can catch out the unwary.
The Lighting Controls Plugfest will be held at The Copthorne
Hotel near Gatwick on 25 - 27 April. The Plugfest has been
enlarged to include all lighting protocols including DALI.
For more information and tickets visit the website. I
P www.plasa.org/plugfest18
Artistic Licence has written a DALI Guide which covers the basics
of DALI-1. It can be downloaded from the link below:
P //plasa.me/thedaliguide
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